A Closer Look
at Screening:
Examining your options
for candidate selection.

Skillful.com

As discussed in the Screening Process Guide, screening is often done by an ATS that eliminates candidates who
do not have a specific credential. A transition to skills-based screening requires less reliance on keywords and
credentials. Instead, use an approach to screen for required competencies that you defined in the skills-based
job posting. To help make this transition, examine the following options and examples that eliminate the use of
credentials (such as degrees) from your screening.

1. Manually Screening for Skills
Description: Read through resumes to identify the relevant skills a candidate brings to your job.

HOW TO USE
THIS APPROACH:

ADVANTAGES:

Have a clear distinction of required competencies and identify the areas
on candidates’ resumes/cover letters that reflect gaps in these skills or
suggest they have the necessary skills for the job.

• Manual screening reduces the chance of losing skilled candidates who
may be screened out during the ATS process

• It’s the most time-intensive approach

DISADVANTAGES:

• It’s open to the bias of recruiters and hiring managers who are screening
resumes
• Resumes do not directly indicate how skilled candidates are, and reviewing
resumes is always dependent on assumptions regarding the experience
candidates’ list
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2. Local Partnerships with Career Services
Description: Create partnerships with local workforce centers, nonprofits that provide career
services, and community colleges and other educational institutions to increase applicants to
your positions.

HOW TO USE
THIS APPROACH:

Identify organizations that provide career services in your area and meet
with their career services teams to discuss your open roles. Ask their team
to send relevant candidates for your positions and update them when you
fill or open a new position.
• Partner organizations screen candidates for you, sending applicants that
fit the job; these organizations have the same objective as you and will
avoid sending unqualified candidates, as that threatens your partnership.

ADVANTAGES:

• Partners are able to provide feedback to job seekers on the skills they
need to develop to meet your talent needs
• You can reduce costs of posting online and avoid “one-click” applications
to your job.

DISADVANTAGES:

• It takes a considerable time investment to create partnerships
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3. Skills-Based ATS
Description: Use an applicant tracking system that screens for skills instead of credentials.

HOW TO USE
THIS APPROACH:

ADVANTAGES:

Ensure that your applicant tracking system is not automatically eliminating
candidates without a four-year degree. Use keywords in the ATS that are
specific to the skills you have listed on the job.

• You’ll see more qualified applicants because you’re not looking only
at credentials that eliminate candidates that gained skilled through other
experiences
• You’ll be able to process a larger pool of applicants

DISADVANTAGES:

• Candidates’ ability to write resumes that pass ATS screening does not
necessarily reflect their skills needed for the job
• Few ATS systems use keywords effectively to screen based on
candidates’ skills
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4. Skill Survey
During the application process, have candidates fill out a short questionnaire or are asked to submit a video
describing their skill levels and the experiences in which they’ve used the skills required for the job.

HOW TO USE
THIS APPROACH:

Develop situational questions (similar to an interview) that address the
required competencies on the job posting. For example, asking a question
involving problem solving: When experiencing a problem at work, what’s
your approach to finding a solution?
• Questions are designed specifically for the job’s required skills and
provide more information than resumes

ADVANTAGES:

DISADVANTAGES:

• Skill surveys provide information faster than interviews and can be
reviewed to fit around recruiters’ and hiring manager’s schedules
• They limit the candidate pool to those willing to invest in the application
process and avoid burdening your hiring process with “one-click”
applicants

• The time investment to draft questions and review applicant responses
is significant
• Surveys rely on written or oral communication skills, and when the job
does not require those communication strengths, you may miss out on
competent applicants
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5. Online Assessments
Description: Use online assessments are tests that applicants complete on a computer during prescreening,
screening, or between interview rounds that provide quantitative feedback on a candidate’s specific skills. Many
workforce centers offer companies free access to assessments and testing centers.

EXAMPLES:

HOW TO USE
THIS APPROACH:

ProvideIT, CoreScore, ACT Workkeys
Select assessments that are specific to your required competencies, then
set a minimum score that applicants need to obtain to be called in for an
interview. Leverage these tests as a major means for screening.

• Assessments are premade and easy to use

ADVANTAGES:

• They require candidates to invest time in the application and show
interest in your job
• It’s an opportunity to filter candidates for required skills instead
of credentials

• Assessments are not specificly designied to how the competency is used at
your company

DISADVANTAGES:

• They’re not available for complex competencies; for example, it’s hard to
test critical thinking with online assessments
• They rely on one or a few skills to determine the fit for the entire job
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6. Artificial Intelligence
Description: Use occupation-specific evaluation of candidates that leverages artificial intelligence to interpret
candidate performance or predict best-candidate potential on the job, regardless of candidates’ technical ability.

EXAMPLES:

HOW TO USE
THIS APPROACH:

ADVANTAGES:

Catalyte, Pinsight

Partner with companies who provide AI assessments and leverage their
technical approach to replace ATS screening or other methods.

• If designed correctly, AI is the screening method least affected by the
bias of hiring managers
• With enough performance data from existing teams, these assessments
can be the best predictor for job success

• If designed incorrectly, AI reinforces the bias of both designer and company

DISADVANTAGES:

• It can come at significant costs and takes time to develop
• It can require extensive data on existing staff performance
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